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Editorial

Dear customers,
In December we commemorate the 100th anniversary of the
death of Camille Saint-Saëns (1835–1921). Unfortunately, after
the much-overshadowed Beethoven Anniversary Year of 2020,
this French composer has not fared so much better up till now:
numerous activities had to be cancelled; festivals, concerts,
symposiums and conferences had to be postponed. We are working
with undiminished energy to ensure that this great master of the
19th century, who is still one of the less-recognised composers,
receives the acknowledgement he deserves.
Five years ago, Bärenreiter commenced with the publication of the
“Camille Saint-Saëns – Œuvres instrumentales complètes”. In the
meantime, five comprehensive linen-bound volumes are available
and gradually their contents are being published in performing Urtext
editions. These Urtext editions are listed on pages 28–29. In order
to keep abreast of future developments, please go to the Saint-Saëns
focus on our website. Bärenreiter Urtext editions of French music,
most of which are first scholarly-critical editions, continue to
represent an area of increased importance within our publishing
programme.
We are happy to present a comprehensive and diverse selection
of new publications and are sure there will be something to suit
everybody’s tastes. Our fine editions provide new musical discoveries
as well as rediscoveries.
We are continually striving to set new standards in an effort to open
up new performance possibilities for musicians!

Annette Thein
Editor for Complete Editions / Stage Works

Nova
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Piano / Harpsichord

Pioneering new edition

François Couperin:
Pièces de clavecin
Troisième livre (1722)
with 4 Concerts royaux
for Harpsichord
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Following the first two volumes of the pioneering new edition,
Bärenreiter now presents Couperin’s “Troisième livre” of the
“Pièces de clavecin” (1722) edited by Denis Herlin. In addition to the
six “Ordres”, the edition also contains the four “Concerts royaux”.
For this new Urtext edition, for the first time, Herlin has evaluated
the many reprints of the original edition, most of which he unearthed
himself in international libraries. All variants are meticulously
recorded in the Critical Commentary (Eng).
The comprehensive edition contains an extensive Introduction,
notes on historical performance practice and a glossary (all in Fr/Eng)
as well as numerous facsimile illustrations. The engraving preserves
essential characteristics of the original print while largely dispensing
with page-turns.
• Pioneering edition with the first-time evaluation of an extensive
body of sources
• With Couperin’s original expression marks
• Extensive Introduction, notes on historical performance practice
and glossary (Fr/Eng)

Edited by Denis Herlin
With notes on performance practice
☞ BA 10846 · approx. € 48.95
To appear in December 2021

New Issue Title

Already published:
François Couperin
Pièces de clavecin. Premier livre
for Harpsichord
BA 10844 · € 48.95
Pièces de clavecin. Second livre
for Harpsichord
BANova
10845 · € 48.95
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Beethoven: Complete Bagatelles

Compositional cosmos
in miniature

NEW

Ludwig van Beethoven:
Complete Bagatelles
for Piano
(with Bagatelle
in A minor
WoO 59 “Für Elise”)
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited with notes on historical
performance practice by
Mario Aschauer
☞ BA 9649 · approx. € 23.95
To appear in December 2021

from: Complete Bagatelles for Piano · BA 9649
The bagatelles reflect Beethoven’s diverse compositional cosmos
in miniature. Technically, they range from moderate dexterity to
demanding virtuosity.
In addition to the well-known collections opp. 33, 119 and 126, ten
pieces were found after Beethoven’s death in an envelope labelled
“Bagatelles”. These included the revised version of “Für Elise” as well
as two further bagatelles in previously unpublished versions.
New interesting findings regarding interpretation, a compelling
Foreword and insightful notes on Viennese piano playing in
Beethoven’s time (Ger/Eng) as well as a detailed Critical Commentary
(Eng) offer an abundance of information and a new perspective on
Beethoven’s bagatelle œuvre.

New Issue Title
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From the contents:
Seven Bagatelles op. 33 / “Kleinigkeiten” (“Trifles”) for Starke’s Wiener
Pianoforte-Schule (1821) (op. 119/7–11) / “Kleinigkeiten” (“Trifles”) (1822)
op. 119/1–6 / Six Bagatelles op. 126 / Bagatelles without opus numbers
(amongst others WoO 52, 56, 59, 81, 213, 214)

For Beethoven use Bärenreiter

Already published:
Ludwig van Beethoven
Bagatelle in A minor WoO 59 “Für Elise”
☞ BA 11839 · € 4.50
Beethoven et al.
“Diabelli Variations”
☞ BA 9656 · € 27.95

from: Bagatelle in A minor WoO 59 “Für Elise” · BA 11839

• Urtext edition of the complete bagatelles at the cutting edge
of scholarship
• Includes additional versions of three bagatelles penned by
Beethoven, two of which are published here for the first time
• Detailed notes on Viennese piano playing of the Beethoven
period (Eng/Ger)

33 Variations on a Waltz for Piano
op. 120 “Diabelli Variations”
☞ BA 9657 · € 11.95
Complete Sonatas for Piano
Volume I: WoO 47 – op. 14 (13 Sonatas)
☞ BA 11841 · € 26.95
Price valid from 5 Oct 2021: € 34.95
Volume II: op. 22 – op. 53 (11 Sonatas)
☞ BA 11842 · € 26.95
Price valid from 5 Oct 2021: € 34.95
Volume III: op. 54 – op. 111 (11 Sonatas)
☞ BA 11843 · € 26.95
Price valid from 5 Oct 2021: € 34.95
Complete Sonatas for Piano, Volumes I–III
Special price for all three volumes
☞ BA 11840 · € 75.00
Price valid from 5 Oct 2021: € 94.00
Critical Commentary
to all 35 sonatas (Eng)
☞ BA 11840-40 · € 98.00
Limited Edition with a special price
Sonatas op. 27 no. 1 and 2 “Moonlight Sonata”
English version
Nova
☞ BA 11838-04 · € 3.00
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Piano

Debussy’s Préludes
in a new light

Claude Debussy:
Préludes pour Piano
(2me Livre)
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Thomas Kabisch
With fingering and notes on
pedalling by Martin Widmaier
☞ BA 10819 · Book 2
approx. € 23.50
To appear in November 2021

Three years after the publication of the first volume, the second
volume of Debussy’s Préludes was published in 1913. Here the music
reflects the impressions of Stravinsky’s music on the composer.
In his new Urtext edition, the musicologist Thomas Kabisch who
specialises in Debussy’s piano music presents a reliable text based
on the latest research findings and all known sources. The readings
and editorial decisions are recorded in the Critical Commentary (Eng).
Fingering by pianist Martin Widmaier makes musical lines audible
and supports the realisation of the desired sound. A clear and
uncluttered engraving, a detailed Foreword as well as notes on
pedalling (Ger/Eng) and a glossary (Fr/Ger/Eng) create the ideal
prerequisites for the study of these pieces.
• Urtext edition based on the latest state of research

ISMN 979-0-006-52920-9

• Reader-friendly engraving with fingering by Martin Widmaier
• Detailed Foreword, notes on pedalling (Ger/Eng), glossary

9 790006 529209

New Issue Title
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(Fr/Ger/Eng) and Critical Commentary (Eng)

Piano

from: Debussy, Préludes pour Piano (1er Livre) · BA 10818

from: Debussy, Préludes pour Piano (1er Livre) · BA 10818

Contents:
(… Brouillards) / (… Feuilles mortes) / (… La puerta del Vino) /
(… „Les fées sont d’exquises danseuses“) / (… Bruyères) / (… „General
Lavine“ _eccentric_) / (… La terrasse des audiences du clair de lune) /
(… Ondine) / (… Hommage à S. Pickwick Esq. P. P. M. P. C.) / (… Canope) /
(… Les tierces alternées) / (… Feux d’artifice)

Also available:
Claude Debussy
Préludes pour Piano (1er Livre)
BA 10818 Book 1 · € 19.50
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Strings

A piano accompaniment for
the “Early Start” violin method

Kurt Sassmannshaus:
Early Start on the Violin 1
Piano accompaniment
Arranged by Ryoko Katsumoto
☞ BA 10751 · approx. € 12.95
To appear in September 2021
ISMN 979-0-006-56775-1

New Issue Title

9 790006 567751

Also available:
Egon Sassmannshaus /
Kurt Sassmannshaus
Early Start on the Violin
Volume 1:
BA 9676 · € 14.50
Volume 1:
with a Spanish text supplement
BA 9664 · € 14.50
Volume 1:
with a French text supplement
BA 9666 · €Nova
14.50

New Publications II/2021 · The Programme
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Every year, many young children learn to play the violin with the
“Early Start on the Violin” method by Egon and Kurt Sassmannshaus.
However even the youngest players enjoy trying their hand at playing
together with others. In order to allow them to get a feel for rhythmic
steadiness and playing in tune, the entire first volume of the
Sassmannshaus violin method has been enhanced by a piano
accompaniment.
The piano part provides a harmonic background for each piece as
well as an effective musical support for the young violinist. The
accompaniment is easy to play and ideal for use by the violin teacher
or a parent.
• More fun playing together
• Simple piano part
• Valuable support for young violinists

Strings

Bach’s Cello Suites
for Viola
Bach’s Six Suites for Violoncello solo are among the highlights of
eighteen-century string solo literature. For centuries, these pieces
have also been performed on the viola – a practice that still enjoys
unbroken popularity today.
The source situation regarding the cello suites is complex: all
autographs are lost and the surviving sources often contradict each
other with regard to phrasing, bowing and further variants.
In order to reflect the latest state of research, violist and musicologist
Chung Park has based his arrangement on the Bärenreiter Urtext
publication of the cello suites edited by Douglas Woodfull-Harris and
Bettina Schwemer (BA 5217) as well as on the respective volume in
the “New Bach Edition – Revised” (NBArev) edited by Andrew Talle
(BA 5942-01 / BA 5278). We recommend violists to refer to the
facsimile parts of these editions for an overview of the various
readings in the sources.
• The most recent state of musicology with regard to the cello suites
now reflected in an arrangement for viola
• In a large format (25.5 cm × 32.5 cm) with practical page turns
• A fine performing edition

Johann Sebastian Bach:
Six Suites
for Violoncello solo
BWV 1007–1012
arranged for Viola solo
Edited by Chung Park
☞ BA 5272 · approx. € 19.95
To appear in September 2021

Already published:
Johann Sebastian Bach
Concerto for Viola, Strings and
Basso continuo in E-flat major. Reconstruction
after the cantatas BWV 169 and 49 and
the concerto for harpsichord in E major BWV 1053
BA 5149-90 · € 17.50
Three Sonatas for Viola da gamba (Viola)
and Harpsichord BWV 1027–1029
BA 5186 · € 19.95

ISMN 979-0-006-56889-5

9 790006 568895

NovaIssue Title
New
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Chamber Music for Strings

Ravel on Fauré

Maurice Ravel:
Sonate
Berceuse sur le nom
de Fauré
for Violin and Piano
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Douglas Woodfull-Harris
Score with part
☞ BA 9428 · approx. € 23.95
To appear in September 2021

ISMN 979-0-006-54136-2

Ravel worked on his Sonata for Violin and Piano for four years (1923–1927)
which was longer than he took for any other composition. According to
the composer, the reason for his difficulties was the “fundamental
incompatibility” of these two instruments. However, the interplay
between two quite different partners is precisely what makes this
sonata so charming. The violin and piano are independent, sometimes
playing alongside each other and at other times with each other: here
in a lyrical Allegretto, there in a jazz-inspired second movement, finally
in a “perpetuum mobile” finale.
This new edition edited by Douglas Woodfull-Harris corrects numerous
inconsistencies of earlier editions. It also includes the “Berceuse sur le
nom de Fauré” which is available for the first time in a scholarly-critical
Urtext edition. This lullaby for violin and piano consists of variations on
a theme derived from the letters of Fauré’s name.
• New scholarly-critical edition of Ravel’s famous sonata

9 790006 541362

• First scholarly-critical edition of the “Berceuse sur le nom de Fauré”
• Foreword on the historical context and performance practice

New IssueNova
Title

New Publications II/2021 · The Programme
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issues (Eng/Ger) as well as a Critical Commentary (Eng)

Chamber Music for Strings

The “American Quartet”
in an Urtext edition

Antonín Dvořák:
String Quartet No. 12
in F major op. 96
“American Quartet”
Dvořák composed his twelfth string quartet in F major op. 96, known
as the “American” Quartet, in just twelve days during his summer
vacation in Spillville, Iowa in June 1893. This immensely uplifting
quartet has become one of the composer’s most popular works
because of its immediate musical appeal.
The work was issued by the publisher Simrock in Berlin in 1894;
Johannes Brahms read the corrections, but the correction copy has
unfortunately not survived. The editor therefore used the autograph
as well as the score and parts of the first print.
In accordance with current practice, the violoncello part of this
edition refrains from using the false treble clef which raises the
music an octave higher. Instead, the tenor clef is used.

BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Michael Kube
Parts in slipcover
☞ BA 11538 · approx. € 14.95
(replaces H 1594)
Study score
☞ TP 538 · approx. € 8.95
(replaces H 1304)
To appear in December 2021
ISMN 979-0-2601-0897-4

ISMN 979-0-2601-0896-7

• New Urtext Edition of the “American” Quartet

9 790260 108974

9 790260 108967

• Standard notation used in the violoncello part

Parts in slipcover
BA 11538

Study score
TP 538

• Detailed Foreword (Ger/Cz/Eng) and Critical Commentary (Eng)
by the editor

NovaIssue Title
New
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Clara Schumann

Clara Schumann’s Romances:
New Urtext edition

Clara Schumann:
Three Romances for Violin
and Piano op. 22
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Jacqueline Ross
With an Urtext violin part and
a second violin part with fingering
and historically-informed,
practically annotated
performance markings
Score with parts
☞ BA 10947 · € 19.95
Already published, not announced
in previous New Publications Bulletins

The Romances op. 22 are among Clara Schumann’s most popular
chamber music works. They are of particular significance in terms of
performance practice due to the information on fingering, bowing,
and phrasing provided by the composer, Joseph Joachim and Wilhelm
Joseph von Wasielewski. While working on op. 22, Schumann was in
close contact with these two great nineteenth century violinists. She
consulted Wasielewski while completing an early version of Romance
no. 1, whereas Joachim was involved in a later, complete
version and the preparation of the first edition.
Jacqueline Ross’ scholarly-critical edition is the first to include, in
addition to the first edition, the numerous manuscript sources that
survive today, such as: Schumann’s draft manuscript, presentation
autographs for Wasielewski and Joachim, as well as copyists’ parts
once owned by the two violinists.
This edition comes with two separate parts for the violin, allowing its
use in two ways: first, as a straightforward Urtext edition; and second,

New Publications II/2021 · The Programme
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Chamber Music for Strings

Clara Schumann’s Performance Practice

Urtext violin part: Main version of Romance No. 1

Violin part with historically informed performance
practice markings: Alternative version of Romance
No. 1 from the Appendix

as an edition enhanced by information on historical performing
practice, by means of a detailed Performing Practice Commentary
on nineteenth-century violin and piano technique.
• Ground-breaking Urtext edition based on primary sources never
consulted before
• With a Foreword (Eng/Ger), Critical Commentary and detailed
Performing Practice Commentary (Eng)
• With two separate violin parts: an Urtext part, as well as a second
part with historical performance practice annotations (both with
Wasielewski’s alternative version of Romance no. 1 in the appendix)
☞ Watch this video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1f6lMGf8Hc8
(Editor Jacqueline Ross illustrates different readings in the sources
and demonstrates performance practice implications)

15
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Clara Schumann

With corrections
by the composer

Clara Schumann:
Trio for Violin,
Violoncello and Piano
op. 17
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Laura Roberts
Score with parts
☞ BA 10948 · approx. € 22.95
To appear in August 2021

The Piano Trio op. 17 is Clara Schumann’s greatest chamber music
work and one of the most remarkable piano trios by a female
composer of the 19th century. It was written in the summer of 1846
during preparations for a tour to Vienna. The collaboration between
Schumann and her publisher proved complicated, as can be seen from
letters. In addition to disagreements and delays, it may have been
particularly frustrating for the composer that her requests for
corrections were never implemented in the first edition.
Laura Roberts’ scholarly-critical edition therefore draws not only on
the first edition but also on a working autograph by Clara Schumann
as well as a copy of the first edition in the composer’s possession
with her fingering and annotations.

New Issue Title

New Publications II/2021 · The Programme
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Chamber Music for Strings

from: C. Schumann, Trio op. 17 · BA 10948

from: C. Schumann, Trio op. 17 · BA 10948

What makes this edition so special is the detailed Performance
Practice Commentary: it deals with topics such as agogic and tempo,
fingering, arpeggios, and pedalling as well as phrasing in the playing
of Schumann and her contemporaries.
Although a certain emphasis is placed on the piano – Schumann was,
after all, primarily a pianist –, this Commentary can also be applied to
violin and cello repertoire, as well as to works by Robert Schumann,
Brahms, and other contemporary composers.
• First scholarly-critical edition of this central piano trio of the
19th century
• With a comprehensive Commentary (Eng) on the performance
practice of Schumann and her contemporaries
• With a Foreword (Eng/Ger) and Critical Commentary (Eng)
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Chamber Music for Strings

“Feeling renewed
strength”

Ludwig van Beethoven:
String Quartet in A minor
op. 132
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Jonathan Del Mar
Parts in slipcover
☞ BA 9032 · approx. € 27.95
Critical Commentary (Eng)
☞ BA 9032-40 · approx. € 32.95
To appear in August 2021

“a formidable work, especially formidable in the lyrical movement
and the indescribable last [movement]” (Thomas Mann)
After years of several personal and creative crises, the last two years
of Beethoven’s life were marked by an irrepressible creative urge that
was directed almost exclusively towards the string quartet genre.
Of all these late works, it is the Quartet in A minor op. 132 that most
impressively addresses the overcoming of the depression of the past
years. The middle of the five movements is a “Canzona di
ringraziamento” entitled: “Holy Song of Thanksgiving of a recovered
person to the deity in the Lydian key”.

Parts in slipcover
BA 9032
New Issue Title

New Publications II/2021 · The Programme
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Chamber Music for Strings

Ludwig van Beethoven:
String Quartet in A minor
op. 132
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Jonathan Del Mar
In this movement a slow introduction is followed by the heading:
“Feeling renewed strength”. Due to the middle movement full of
“divine power”, this string quartet is certainly one of Beethoven’s
most emotional compositions.

Study score
☞ TP 932 · approx. € 13.95
To appear in August 2021

For this new edition of the Quartet op. 132, Beethoven specialist
Jonathan Del Mar consulted the autograph as well as several sets of
parts corrected by Beethoven, enabling him to correct countless
inconsistencies and unconvincing editorial decisions of previous
editions.
• One of Beethoven’s most emotional works
• New ground-breaking edition of this pivotal work from
Beethoven’s late œuvre
• With an Introduction by Misha Donat, an editorial Foreword
by Jonathan Del Mar (Eng/Ger) and a meticulous Critical
Commentary (Eng)
New Issue Title
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Orchestra

Coffeehouse Concerto

Johann Sebastian Bach:
Concerto for Harpsichord, Flute,
Violin, Strings and Basso
continuo in A minor BWV 1044
“Triple Concerto”
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Dietrich Kilian
☞ Full score BA 5259 · approx. € 31.95
Flauto traverso BA 5259-20 · approx. € 6.95
Violino concertato BA 5259-77 · approx. € 6.95
Cembalo concertato BA 5259-68 · approx. € 11.95
Violin I BA 5259-74 · approx. € 4.95
Violin II BA 5259-75 · approx. € 4.95
Viola BA 5259-79 · approx. € 4.95
Violoncello and Violone
BA 5259-82 · approx. € 4.95
To appear in August 2021
ISMN 979-0-006-56843-7

The Concerto in A minor (BWV 1044) is often referred to as the “Triple
Concerto” and may have been written by Bach for a public concert at
Zimmermann’s coffee house in Leipzig. The “Triple Concerto” has been
composed for orchestra and three soloists (harpsichord, flute and violin),
the precise solo instrumentation of the Brandenburg Concerto No. 5.
This critical Urtext edition is based on the second printing of the “New
Bach Edition” (NBA) volume edited by Dietrich Kilian. He examines
the complex genesis of the work from Bach’s earlier compositions –
e.g. from the Prelude and Fugue for Harpsichord (BWV 894) or the Trio
Sonata for Organ (BWV 527). Bach’s autograph is lost, but copies by
Johann Friedrich Agricola and Johann Gottfried Müthel have been
handed down and it is these sources to which the editor refers.
• Urtext edition based on the corresponding “New Bach Edition”
(NBA) volume in its second printing (BA 5065)
• Concertato harpsichord part with a realized basso continuo in

9 790006 568437

the tutti passages
• Almost identical instrumentation to the Brandenburg Concerto

Full score BA 5259

New IssueNova
Title

New Publications II/2021 · The Programme
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No. 5 (BWV 1050: BA 5112, BA 5205) – an ideal combination

Orchestra

Symphonic music
on the ballet stage

Ludwig van Beethoven:
Overture
“Die Geschöpfe
des Prometheus” op. 43
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Jonathan Del Mar
Beethoven composed the ballet music “Die Geschöpfe des Prometheus”
during 1800–01, commissioned by the ballet master Salvatore Viganò
for performances with his Viennese company. Although the ballet was
initially quite successful, with almost thirty continuous performances,
it did not enjoy a sustained performance tradition. Its overture,
however, was a different matter: considered almost a symphonic
movement in terms of orchestration, style and structure, it was often
performed on its own even during Beethoven’s lifetime.
In general, previous editions of this overture relied on the first print as
the main source. However, the authenticity of this source cannot be
convincingly proven. For this new edition, Beethoven specialist Jonathan
Del Mar incorporates various manuscript sources, including a set of
parts from 1803/4 that has never been considered before. In this way,
numerous discrepancies could be clarified.

☞ Full score
BA 11902

approx. € 31.95

Wind set
BA 11902-65

approx. € 37.95

Violin I BA 11902-74
Violin II BA 11902-75
Viola BA 11902-79
Violoncello BA 11902-82
Double bass BA 11902-85

approx. € 5.95
approx. € 5.95
approx. € 5.95
approx. € 5.95
approx. € 5.95

To appear in December 2021
ISMN 979-0-006-57341-7

• New critical edition including sources never before consulted
• With a detailed Critical Commentary (Eng) and description of sources
• Orchestral parts in a large format (25.5 cm × 32.5 cm)

9 790006 573417

NovaIssue Title
New
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Full score BA 11902
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Orchestra

New sources
taken into account

Ludwig van Beethoven:
Overture “Egmont”
op. 84
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Jonathan Del Mar
☞ Full score
BA 11903 approx. € 25.95
Wind set
BA 11903-65 approx. € 26.95
Violin I BA 11903-74
Violin II BA 11903-75
Viola BA 11903-79
Violoncello BA 11903-82
Double bass BA 11903-85

approx. € 4.95
approx. € 4.95
approx. € 4.95
approx. € 4.95
approx. € 4.95

To appear in December 2021

Beethoven’s incidental music op. 84 was written in 1809 for a
performance of Goethe’s drama “Egmont” at the Burgtheater in
Vienna. Numerous composers of the day tried their hand at writing
music for the dramatic material of Goethe’s tragedy, several in
collaboration with the author himself. The overture reflects the
themes of the play through its expressive music, and over the last
two hundred years it has become one of the most popular works by
Beethoven conceived for the stage.
For this new edition, Beethoven specialist Jonathan Del Mar draws
on various manuscript sources including a handwritten set of parts
which has never been taken into account before. Thus, numerous
discrepancies such as missing notes in the flute part or unclear
bowing could be clarified for the first time.

ISMN 979-0-006-57378-3

•		New critical edition including sources never before consulted
9 790006 573783

Full score BA 11903

New IssueNova
Title

New Publications II/2021 · The Programme
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•		With a detailed Critical Commentary (Eng) and description of the
sources
•		Orchestral parts in a large format (25.5 cm × 32.5 cm)

Orchestra

Discrepancies
are clarified

Ludwig van Beethoven:
Overture “Coriolan”
op. 62
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Jonathan Del Mar
Beethoven’s “Coriolan” overture was composed in 1807. Whether the
work was originally intended as a concert overture or for the stage
has not been clarified to this day. The work was first performed at
the Palais Lobkowitz and it was the Lobkowitz family who played a
decisive role in the transmission of the sources.
For this new edition, Beethoven specialist Jonathan Del Mar
incorporates various manuscript sources, including a handwritten set
of parts that has never been considered before. As a result, numerous
discrepancies could be clarified.
• New critical edition including sources never before consulted

☞ Full score BA 11904 approx. € 19.95
Wind set
BA 11904-65

approx. € 27.95

Violin I BA 11904-74
Violin II BA 11904-75
Viola BA 11904-79
Violoncello BA 11904-82
Double bass BA 11904-85

approx. € 5.50
approx. € 5.50
approx. € 5.50
approx. € 5.50
approx. € 5.50

To appear in December 2021

• With a detailed Critical Commentary (Eng) and description of the
sources
• Orchestral parts in a large format (25.5 cm × 32.5 cm)

ISMN 979-0-006-57370-7

9 790006 573707

NovaIssue Title
New
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Full score BA 11904
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Orchestra

Editorial pioneering
achievement

Claude Debussy:
Images for Orchestra
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Hans Schellevis
Full score
☞ BA 7888 · approx. € 95.00
Wind set
BA 7888-65 · approx. € 399.00
Violin I BA 7888-74
Violin II BA 7888-75
Viola BA 7888-79
Violoncello BA 7888-82
Double bass BA 7888-85

·
·
·
·
·

approx. € 17.95
approx. € 17.95
approx. € 17.95
approx. € 17.95
approx. € 17.95

To appear in November 2021

ISMN 979-0-006-56150-6

from: Debussy, Images · BA 7888
“Images” was composed between 1905 and 1912 and consists of three
movements entitled “Gigues”, “Ibéria” and “Rondes de printemps”.
Often these three “pictures” are performed individually – the most
popular is the Spanish city scene “Ibéria” – but it is the performance
of the complete cycle that makes a particular impact.
Bärenreiter’s scholarly-critical edition is the very first Urtext edition
of this masterpiece. The previously available scores and parts are rife
with mistakes and inconsistencies that have generated endless
debates among conductors and orchestral musicians about the
“correct” readings.
Editor Hans Schellevis has consulted every available source:
autographs, first editions as well as proof sheets with corrections by
the composer which were previously unknown and therefore hardly
accounted for.

9 790006 561506

Score BA 7888

New Publications II/2021 · The Programme
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This edition contains an Introduction (Eng/Fr/Ger) on the genesis and
performance history of this cycle as well as indispensable information

Orchestra

from: Debussy, Images · BA 7888
for conductors on performance practice questions concerning
tempo, orchestration and the sequence of movements.
The Critical Commentary describes the sources, their interrelations
and various readings.
• First Urtext edition of this work
• Previously unknown sources taken into account
• Detailed Foreword (Eng/Fr/Ger) and a Critical Commentary (Eng)

Orchestral works already published:
Claude Debussy
La Mer
BA 7880 · € 90.00
Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun for Orchestra
BA 8841 · € 26.95
Première Rhapsodie for Orchestra with Solo Clarinet in B-flat
BA 7897 · € 23.95
Nova
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Orchestra

Vivaldi’s unique work

Antonio Vivaldi:
Concerto in G minor
for two Violoncellos, Strings
and Basso continuo RV 531
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Bettina Schwemer
☞ Full score
BA 10946 · € 19.95
☞ Piano reduction with 2 violoncello parts
BA 10946-90 · € 22.95
Violin I BA 10946-74 · € 4.50
Violin II BA 10946-75 · € 4.50
Viola BA 10946-79 · € 4.50
Violoncello and Double bass
BA 10946-82 · € 4.50
Harpsichord BA 10946-68 · € 9.95
To appear in July 2021
ISMN 979-0-006-56975-5

9 790006 569755

Piano reduction
BA 10946-90
New Issue Title

ISMN 979-0-006-56974-8

9 790006 569748

Full score
BA 10946
New Issue Title

New Publications II/2021 · The Programme
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Throughout his life, Antonio Vivaldi wrote almost thirty instrumental
works that use the cello as a solo instrument. Vivaldi knew how to
tailor his music to the cello and in doing so, helped to establish this
still young instrument in the music of that time.
The Concerto RV 531 is the only double concerto in Vivaldi’s œuvre
for two solo violoncellos. The two solo parts take centre stage with
virtuosic passages but lie on the instrument so well that they can
be comfortably mastered by advanced students.
The edition is based on the careful evaluation of Vivaldi’s autograph
score which is the main source and several inconsistencies found in
previous editions have been clarified. At the same time the edition allows
for a flexible realisation of this concerto: it can be performed by a full
tutti orchestra or by one performer per part. The cello part in the basso
continuo group can be played by orchestral cellists or by the soloists.
• Scholarly-critical edition with a Foreword on the background
of the work and on performance practice (Ger/Eng)
• Spaciously arranged solo parts with ideal page turns
• With practical tips for a flexible realisation of this work

Orchestra

“Sturm und Drang”
Associating the term “Sturm und Drang” with Haydn’s creative period
from ca. 1765 to ca. 1772 is considered controversial among scholars,
but it does describe a unique group of works within his symphonies:
works characterised by an impetuous, colourful tonal language,
featuring minor keys prominently, with rapid tempo sequences and
effects taken from contemporary opera such as tremolos and
recitatives.
The Symphony in E minor Hob. I:44 was composed towards the end of
this creative period and certainly showcases the “Sturm und Drang”
dramatic style with its resolute unison main theme in the opening
movement, a sustained dance and sensitive slow movement as well
as a Presto finale. The work received the nickname “Mourning”
Symphony in recent reception history because of its melancholic
character and the anecdote that Haydn chose the third movement
(Adagio) as his funeral music.
• One of Haydn’s most popular “Sturm und Drang” symphonies
in a performing edition
• Based on the Urtext of the G. Henle Complete Edition of the
“Works of Joseph Haydn”
• Orchestral parts in a large format (25.5 cm × 32.5 cm)

Already published:
Joseph Haydn
Symphony in F-sharp minor Hob. I:45 “Farewell Symphony”
BA 10971 · € 25.95
Symphony in C major Hob. I:48 “Maria Theresia”
BA 10972 · € 29.50
Symphony in F minor Hob. I:49 “La passione”
BA 10973 · € 26.95

Joseph Haydn:
Symphony in E minor
Hob. I:44
Edited by Andreas Friesenhagen and
Ulrich Wilker
URTEXT
☞ Full score
BA 10988

approx. € 32.95

Wind set
BA 10988-65

approx. € 26.95

Violin I BA 10988-74
approx. € 9.95
Violin II BA 10988-75
approx. € 9.95
Viola BA 10988-79
approx. € 9.95
Violoncello and Double bass
BA 10988-82
approx. € 9.95
To appear in November 2021

ISMN 979-0-006-57493-3

9 790006 574933

NovaIssue Title
New
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Full score BA 10988
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Camille Saint-Saëns – Commemorative Year

2021

NEW

Camille Saint-Saëns:
Oratorio de Noël op. 12
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Christina M. Stahl
For Soloists (SMezATB), Choir (SATB) and Orchestra
☞ Full score
☞ Vocal score (Lat)

BA 11304
BA 11304-90

approx. € 32.95
approx. € 11.95

Harp
Violin I
Violin II
Viola
Violoncello
Double bass
Organ

BA 11304-71
BA 11304-74
BA 11304-75
BA 11304-79
BA 11304-82
BA 11304-85
BA 11304-67

approx. € 6.95
approx. € 4.25
approx. € 4.25
approx. € 4.25
approx. € 4.25
approx. € 4.25
approx. € 11.95

☞ Choral score (Lat)

BA 11304-91

approx. € 4.50

To appear in August 2021

ISMN 979-0-006-56614-3

Full score BA 11304
New Issue Title

9 790006 566143

ISMN 979-0-006-56615-0

Vocal score BA 11304-90
New Issue Title

9 790006 566150

ISMN 979-0-006-56623-5

Saint-Saëns was just 23 years old when he composed his “Oratorio de
Noël” in 1858 in only twelve days. Edited by Christina M. Stahl, this
choral masterpiece is now available in a comprehensive scholarlycritical Urtext edition.
In the Foreword (Ger/Eng/Fr), the editor explains the background to
the premiere, explains the expansion of the work from six to ten
movements as well as the composer’s multiple revisions. The Critical
Commentary (Eng) meticulously records these revisions.
For the first time, valuable tips are provided for the Gallican
pronunciation of the Latin text, customary in France until 1903.
The piano reduction is based on the contemporary arrangement by
Saint-Saëns’ student Eugène Gigout.
• New edition to celebrate the Saint-Saëns Year 2021
• Piano reduction by Saint-Saëns’ pupil Eugène Gigout

Nova
BA 11304-91 9 790006 566235
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• Notes on the Gallican pronunciation of the Latin text

Further editions of Camille Saint-Saëns on the homepage:

NEW:
Bärenreiter Notes
in Saint-Saëns
purple cover
☞ p. 47

Works by Camille Saint-Saëns
already published:
Danse macabre op. 40
Transcription for violin and piano by the composer
☞ BA 10941 · € 13.95
Havanaise for violin and piano op. 83
☞ BA 9426 · € 14.95
Allegro appassionato for violoncello
with piano accompaniment op. 43
☞ BA 9047 · € 9.25
Sonate for violoncello and piano in D major,
incomplete
☞ BA 10910 · € 18.95
Quartet for two violins, viola and violoncello No. 1
in E minor op. 112
☞ BA 10927 · € 32.95
Quartet for two violins, viola and violoncello No. 2
in G major op. 153
☞ BA 10928 · € 34.95

from: Oratorio de Noël op. 12 · BA 11304-90

String Quartets opp. 112, 153
☞ TP 779 · € 29.95
The Carnival of the Animals for two flutes
☞ BA 10926 · € 15.50
Symphony No. 3 in C minor op. 78
☞ Score BA 7896 · € 52.00
☞ Study score TP 789 · € 19.95
Danse macabre op. 40
Symphonic poem after a poem by Henri Cazalis
☞ BA 8834 · € 34.95
Christmas Oratorio op. 12
arranged for soloists, choir and organ
☞ BA 7514 · € 15.50
Samson et Dalila
Nova BA 8710-90 · € 44.95
☞ Vocal score (Fr/Ger)

https://www.baerenreiter.com/en/focus/saint-saens-2021/
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Choir

Handel’s only oratorio
in German

George Frideric Handel:
Passion nach Barthold
Heinrich Brockes HWV 48
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Felix Schröder
Piano reduction by Walter Heinz
Bernstein and Andreas Köhs
Full score
☞ BA 11311 · approx. € 74.00
Vocal score (Ger)
☞ BA 11311-90 · approx. € 27.95
(replaces BA 4021-90)
Performance material
available on hire
To appear in November 2021
ISMN 979-0-006-57446-9

ISMN 979-0-006-57465-0

Handel composed his only oratorio in German between 1716 and 1717
basing it on the then popular Passion text by Barthold Heinrich
Brockes entitled “Der für die Sünde der Welt gemarterte und
sterbende Jesus” (“The Story of Jesus, Suffering and Dying for the Sins
of the World”). Handel’s affinity to opera is evident in the musical
realisation of the emphatic text as he creates a synthesis between
traditional Protestant church music and the depiction of human
passion in the manner of opera seria.
This edition is based on the corresponding volume of the “Halle Handel
Edition” (BA 4021). The full score, parts and vocal score have been newly
engraved. The piano reduction has been simplified and brought up to
today’s standards, thus making it much more manageable to play.
• Based on the “Halle Handel Edition”

9 790006 574469

Vocal score
BA 11311-90
New Issue Title

9 790006 574650

Full score
BA 11311
Nova

New Publications II/2021 · The Programme
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• Newly-engraved conducting score, vocal score and orchestral parts
• Includes a more playable piano reduction brought up to current
standards

Choir

An original arrangement
by Dvořák
Dvořák composed the cycle “Moravian Duets” for two female voices
with piano accompaniment at the request of the Prague wholesale
merchant Jan Neff in 1876. This was a turning point in the career of
the then still unknown composer: it marked the beginning of his
lifelong collaboration with the Simrock publishing house and opened
the way to international recognition.
In March 1880, Dvořák arranged five songs from this cycle for four
female voices a cappella. The occasion was a concert to support the
construction of the Prague National Theatre, at which the composer
conducted his own works.
The “Five Moravian Duets” now appear for the first time in a
scholarly-critical edition. The autograph serves as the main source;
secondary sources consist of transcriptions by an unknown hand
which include corrections by the composer.
Contents:
Speed Thee, Birdie / Veleť, vtáčku
The Slighted Heart / Dyby byla kosa nabróšená
Forsaken / Holub na javoře
Omens / Zelenaj se, zelenaj
The Wild Rose / Šípek
• First scholarly-critical edition
• The popular “Moravian Duets” in an arrangement by the composer
• Ideal for professional as well as amateur singers (female choir)
• With Foreword (Cz/Eng/Ger) and Critical Commentary (Eng)

Antonín Dvořák:
Five Moravian Duets
B 107
Arrangement for Four Female Voices
a cappella by the Composer
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Kateřina Nová
Vocal texts based on Moravian folk
poetry. Underlaid with singable
English and German texts
Choral score (Cz/Eng/Ger)
☞ BA 10439 · approx. € 8.50
To appear in November 2021

by the editor

ISMN 979-0-2601-0930-8

9 790260 109308

NovaIssue Title
New
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Gabriel Fauré

Sacred works by Fauré

Gabriel Fauré:
Sacred Works
for Vocal Ensembles
(with Organ)
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by
Helga Schauerte-Maubouet

BA 25136
New Issue Title

from: Fauré, Messe basse (N 163) · BA 25151

The motets and choral pieces, composed with the distinctive features
of the Madeleine organ in mind, enchant with their colourful, floating
harmonies and convey a certain intimacy even with their ritualized
Latin texts. These works are very well suited for performances by
small vocal ensembles. A novelty is the inclusion of the double bass
part (ad libitum) which does not appear consistently in the first
editions but corresponds to the musical practice at the Madeleine.
Numerous gems such as the “Cantique de Jean Racine” or the “Messe
basse” are published in performing editions based on the musical text
of the “Gabriel Fauré – Œuvres complètes”.
• Urtext of the “Gabriel Fauré – Œuvres complètes”
• Charming repertoire for small vocal ensembles
• With a small-scale instrumental accompaniment, predominantly
organ

BA 25151
New Issue Title

New Publications II/2021 · The Programme
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Choral Works by Bärenreiter

for small vocal ensembles
To appear in October 2021:
Cantique de Jean Racine, op. 11 (N 42a)
for 4-part Mixed Choir (SATB) with Organ or Piano (Fr)
☞ BA 25136 · approx. € 3.95
Ave Maria (N 26)
Motet for 3-part Male Choir (TTB) and Organ (Lat)
☞ BA 25137 · approx. € 2.50
Tu es Petrus (N 28a)
Motet for Baritone Solo, 6-part Mixed Choir
(SATTBB), Organ and Double Bass ad lib. (Lat)
☞ BA 25138 · approx. € 2.50
Noël, op. 43/1 (N 89) (Poésie de Victor Wilder)
Cantique for Tenor (or Soprano) Solo, Piano and
Organ or Harmonium ad lib. (Fr)
☞ BA 25139 · approx. € 3.50
O salutaris, op. 47/1 (N 95a)
Motet for Baritone or Mezzo-soprano Solo,
Piano or Organ and Double Bass ad lib. (Lat)
☞ BA 25140 · approx. € 2.50
Maria Mater gratiæ, op. 47/2 (N 96)
Motet for Tenor and Baritone (or Soprano and Mezzosoprano) Solo with Piano or Organ (Fr)
☞ BA 25141 · approx. € 3.50
Ecce fidelis servus, op. 54 (N 108a)
Trio for Soprano, Tenor and Baritone Solo, Organ
and Double Bass ad lib. (Lat)
☞ BA 25142 · approx. € 2.50
Tantum ergo, op. 55 (N 110a)
Motet for Tenor or Soprano Solo, 5-part Mixed
Choir (SATBB), Organ, Harp or Piano and
Double Bass ad lib. (Lat)
☞ BA 25143 · approx. € 3.95
Ave verum, op. 65/1 (N 123)
Motet for Soprano or Alto Solo (or 2-part Female Choir) or
Tenor and Baritone Solo, Organ and Double Bass ad lib. (Lat)
☞ BA 25144 · approx. € 2.50

Tantum ergo, op. 65/2 (N 124)
Motet for 3-part Female Choir (SSA, with Soloists)
and Organ (Lat)
☞ BA 25145 · approx. € 2.50
Sancta Mater (N 125)
Motet for Tenor and Baritone Solo (or Soprano
and Mezzo-soprano Solo), 4-part Mixed Choir
(SATB) with Piano or Organ (Lat)
☞ BA 25146 · approx. € 2.50
Salve Regina, op. 67/1 (N 128)
Motet for Soprano or Tenor with Organ or Piano (Lat)
☞ BA 25147 · approx. € 2.95
Ave Maria, op. 67/2 (N 129)
Motet for Mezzo-soprano or Baritone Solo with Organ
or Piano (Lat)
☞ BA 25148 · approx. € 3.50
Tantum ergo (N 156a)
Motet for Soprano or Tenor Solo, 4-part Mixed Choir
(SATB) and Organ (Lat)
☞ BA 25149 · approx. € 2.95
Ave Maria, op. 93 (N 162)
Motet for 2 Sopranos Solo with Organ or Piano (Lat)
☞ BA 25150 · approx. € 3.50
Messe basse (N 163)
(Kyrie – Sanctus – Benedictus – Agnus dei)
for 3 women’s voices (Solo and Choir) and Organ
or Harmonium (Lat)
☞ BA 25151 · approx. € 3.95
Il est né le divin enfant (N 107a)
Christmas Carol for Unisono Choir and Organ (Fr)
☞ BA 25152 · approx. € 3.50
Noël d’enfants (N 111)
Christmas Carol for Unisono Choir with Organ
or Piano (Fr)
☞ BA 25153 · approx. € 2.50
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Vocal Scores / Opera

Beauty and Transience

George Frideric Handel:
La Bellezza ravveduta
nel trionfo del Tempo
e del Disinganno
HWV 46a
Oratorio in two parts
Libretto by Benedetto Pamphili
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Michael Pacholke
Piano reduction by Christopher Sokolowski
Literal German translation by
Michael Pacholke
Literal English translation by
Terence Best
Vocal score (Ital)
☞ BA 10721-90 · approx. € 29.95
Performance material
available on hire
To appear in October 2021
ISMN 979-0-006-56868-0

Handel composed his first Italian oratorio “La Bellezza ravveduta nel
trionfo del Tempo e del Disinganno” HWV 46a in 1707. It is based on an
allegorical moral libretto written by Cardinal Benedetto Pamphili who
also commissioned this work.
Disinganno (Illumination) and Tempo (Time) try to get the young,
beautiful and frivolous Bellezza (Beauty) to recognise the true values
of life and to act accordingly. The audience accompanies Bellezza in her
spiritual development, in which she increasingly distances herself from
Piacere (Pleasure) and listens more and more to Tempo and Disinganno.
The oratorio contains some of the most beautiful music Handel ever
composed. This includes the enchanting aria “Lascia la spina”, in which
he uses the music of the sarabande from the opera “Almira”, composed
in Hamburg in 1704, and which then achieved immortal fame in
“Rinaldo” (1711) as “Lascia ch’io pianga”.
• Urtext edition based on the “Halle Handel Edition” (HHA).
• With literal German and English translations
• Comprehensive Foreword (Ger/Eng)

New Issue Title

9 790006 568680
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• Idiomatic uncluttered piano reduction

Vocal Scores / Opera

Opera meets ballet
This edition presents a further dramatic jewel for the stage by
Jean-Philippe Rameau. It comes with a vocal score for study and
rehearsals as well as with a compilation of the purely instrumental
parts for performance as a suite in the concert hall.
In view of the wealth of the work’s musical treasures and the stylistic
innovations – similar to the “Boréades” – the rather frosty reception
of the premiere series in the spring of 1760 seems completely
incomprehensible to us today. It led to this Comédie ballet not being
performed until well into the 20th century. The story that the ballet
tells is based on a fable by La Fontaine, “Le Petit chien qui secoue de
l’argent et des pierreries” (i.e. “The little dog who shakes silver and
stones”). In medieval Veneto, the guardian Anselme undermines the
love affairs of his ward Argies. Scenes of tragic expression are
contrasted with folk-comic ones; and last but not least, the sexually
ambiguous fairy Manto may have caused difficulties for the bold
work at the Paris Opéra.
The critical new edition published as part of the “Opera omnia
Rameau” series offers the final version, supplemented in the
appendix by the variants of the original version. Since “Les Paladins”
remained unpublished during Rameau’s lifetime and was also not
included in the “Œuvres complètes”, this is the first edition of the
work. It satisfies both scholarly demand and the practical needs of
musicians.
• First edition of a dramatic highlight for the stage
• Edited in accordance with the high editorial standards of the

Jean-Philippe Rameau:
Les Paladins RCT 51
Comédie-ballet in Three Acts
Libretto by Pierre-Jacques Duplat
de Monticourt
Edited by Thomas Soury
Keyboard reduction by François Saint-Yves

“Opera Omnia Rameau” (OOR)
Vocal score (Fr)
☞ BA 8870-90 · approx. € 54.00
Symphonies
Full score
☞ BA 8893 · approx. € 61.00
ISMN 979-0-006-56755-3

ISMN 979-0-006-56756-0

To appear in July 2021
9 790006 567553

New Issue Title

9 790006 567560

Vocal score BA 8870-90

Full score BA 8893

Performance material
available on hire
Nova
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Vocal Scores / Opera

Dardanus –
now in all versions

Jean-Philippe Rameau:
Dardanus (Version May 1744)
RCT 35 B
Tragédie in a Prologue and Five Acts
Libretto by Charles-Antoine Leclerc
de La Bruère
Edited by Denis Herlin
Keyboard reduction by François Saint-Yves
☞ Vocal score (Fr) BA 8868-90 · € 75.00
To appear in July 2021

Dardanus RCT 35 A, 35 B
Tragédie in a Prologue and Five Acts
Symphonies / Versions of 1739 and 1744
Edited by Denis Herlin
☞ Full score BA 8899 · € 84.00
Already published, not announced
in previous New Publications Bulletins
ISMN 979-0-006-56966-3

ISMN 979-0-006-52335-1

“Dardanus” is Rameau’s third “Tragédie lyrique” composed for Paris
after “Hippolyte et Aricie” and “Castor et Pollux”. With its multifacetted music, it represents quite a highlight of this genre.
For the first time the new critical edition by Denis Herlin offers the
possibility to reconstruct the version of May 1744. In addition the
appendices include the complete performance material of the April
1744 version, of which many parts have never been heard since that
time. Last but not least the changes of the successful re-staging of
1760 are presented.
In addition to the volume of the 1739 version which has already been
published within the series (BA 8854), all versions of this major
dramatic stage work by Rameau are now available.
• A milestone in the genre of “Tragédie lyrique” now made accessible
• Edited in accordance with the high editorial standards of

9 790006 569663

Vocal score BA 8868-90

9 790006 523351

Full score BANova
8899
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“Opera Omnia Rameau” (OOR)
• Available in a performance-orientated keyboard reduction

Solo Voice

Impressive
coloratura fireworks

Adolphe Adam:
“Ah ! vous dirai-je,
maman !”
(from “Le Toréador”)
Arrangement as an aria
for Soprano, Flute and Piano
or for Soprano and Piano
Editor Paul Prévost has arranged the trio “Ah ! vous dirai-je, maman !”
from Adolphe Adam’s comic opera “Le Toréador ou l’Accord parfait”
(BA 8701-01) as a virtuoso aria for solo soprano, solo flute and orchestra.
The musical theme became famous through Mozart’s same-named
piano variations and is well-known as the nursery rhyme “Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little Star”.
The edition includes the aria of Coraline which, on the one hand, is
available as a standard vocal score for voice (soprano) and piano, and
on the other hand, as a charming chamber music arrangement for voice
(soprano), solo flute and piano. Thus, the aria can be performed by either
two or three performers. A separate flute part is included.
The full score and orchestral parts for this aria are available on hire.

Libretto by Thomas Sauvage
Edited by Paul Prévost
Piano reduction by Karl-Heinz Müller
With a singable German translation
Vocal score (Fr/Ger)
With an inserted solo flute part
☞ AE 355-90 · approx. € 8.95
Performance material for the original
orchestral version available on hire
To appear in September 2021

• Highly virtuosic coloratura aria
• Includes a separate solo flute part

ISMN 979-0-50007-821-0

• Ideal for chamber music performances
Already published:
Adolphe Adam: Le Toréador ou l’Accord parfait
BA 8701-90 Vocal score (Fr/Ger) · € 30.50

9 790500 078210

NovaIssue Title
New
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Solo Voice

Charming collection
of French opera arias
by Gluck
This edition contains French arias for soprano from operas composed
by the opera reformer Christoph Willibald Gluck for the Paris Opera:

Christoph Willibald Gluck:
Airs d’opéra français :
Dessus
French Operatic Arias:
Soprano
Edited by Benoît Dratwicki
Piano reductions by Heinz Moehn,
Konrad Rötscher, Hans Schellevis,
Jürgen Sommer and
Michael Töpel
Vocal score (Fr)
☞ BA 8166 · approx. € 44.95
To appear in November 2021
Coproduction with the Centre de
musique baroque de Versailles (CMBV)

ISMN 979-0-006-56334-0

9 790006 563340

New Issue Title
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Iphigénie en Aulide (1774)
Orphée et Euridice (1774)
L’arbre enchanté (1775)
Cythère assiégée (1775)
Armide (1777)
Écho et Narcisse (1779)
The edition includes an informative text section containing
a Foreword (Fr/Eng), a brief account of the dramatic situation
as well as a literal English translation of every aria.
• Suitable for professional opera singers and voice students
• Practical and idiomatic piano part
About the series:
Christoph Willibald Gluck. Airs d’opéra français /
French Operatic Arias
In collaboration with the Centre de musique baroque de Versailles
(CMBV), all arias from Christoph Willibald Gluck’s French operas will
be published for the first time in a collection of four volumes, ordered
by voice type:
BA 8167
BA 8169
BA 8168

Dessus et grand dessus / Soprano and Mezzo-soprano
(already published)
Basse-taille / Baritone (already published)
Haute-contre / Tenor (in preparation)

With their wide variety of arias and informative texts, these volumes
constitute a valuable resource of works by one of the preeminent
opera composers of the 18 th century. They are suitable for opera
singers and voice students and can be used in lessons, auditions and
recitals.

Flute

Tchaikovsky’s
famous suite for 2 flutes

Jennifer Seubel:
Nutcracker Suite
for two flutes
Full score
☞ BA 10951 · approx. € 17.95
To appear in September 2021
Following the “Carnival of the Animals” and the “Moldau”, Jennifer
Seubel has now set her sights on the “Nutcracker Suite” by Pyotr Ilyich
Tchaikovsky, and has arranged it for two flutes. This wonderful suite
brimming with popular and much-loved melodies has been made available
for two melody instruments in all its diversity and in its entirety.
As in the original work, enchanting melodies alternate with concise
rhythms, whereby the reduced instrumentation succeeds in preserving
the original flair of the work. The two flute parts are of equal importance,
the melody and accompaniment constantly interchanging. These
arrangements are for advanced flautists and offer many a small challenge.
About the editor:
Jennifer Seubel (*1985) is a writer, lecturer,
adjudicator and flautist who also performs
in the flute ensemble “Duo Noble”.

Jennifer Seubel © Nadine Targiel

ISMN 979-0-006-57466-7

9 790006 574667

New Issue Title

Already published:
Sally Beck, Jennifer Seubel
Camille Saint-Saëns
The Carnival of the Animals
for two flutes
BA 10926 · € 15.50
Jennifer Seubel
Bedřich Smetana
Moldau for two flutes
BANova
10929 · € 13.95
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Organ

Further Advent and
Christmas repertoire
The series “organ plus one” is particularly appealing for nonprofessional church musicians and instrumentalists. The pieces can
be easily tackled and are ideal for use in church services, musical
evenings and small concerts. This edition follows on from the first
volume Advent/Christmas (BA 8501) and contains pieces which are
freely-composed and based on chorales.
The edition includes solo parts in C, Bb, Eb and F, which can be played
by violin, flute, oboe, clarinet, trumpet and horn in F.
The arrangements are of easy to medium technical difficulty.

Carsten Klomp:
“organ plus one”
Advent / Christmas,
Volume 2
Original Works and
Arrangements for Church
Service and Concert
Score with parts
☞ BA 11215 · approx. € 24.95
To appear in September 2021

The contents:
Théodore Dubois, “Noël”
Gabriel Pierné, “Cantilène”
Sigfrid Karg-Elert, “Mit Ernst, o Menschenkinder”
Philipp Wolfrum, “Macht hoch die Tür”
Gottfried August Homilius, “Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland”
Friedrich Hark, “Gelobet seist du, Jesu Christ”
Carsten Klomp, “Stille Nacht”
• New addition to the series “organ plus one” with an attractive
repertoire
• Ideal music for services and concerts during Advent and Christmas
• Particularly appealing for non-professional organists and
instrumentalists
Already published:
Advent / Christmas (Volume 1)
BA 8501 · € 20.50
Epiphany / Whitsuntide
BA 8502 · € 19.95
Passion / Easter
BA 8503 · € 20.50

New IssueNova
Title
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Organ

Between late romantic
idyll and simple
modernity
As a 20th century composer, Gerard Bunk developed a distinctive
musical style comparable perhaps to that of Max Reger or Sigfrid
Karg-Elert. In addition to Bunk’s large-scale organ work “Legende”
op. 29 and its symphonic version op. 29II, there is a further wellknown “Legende” op. 55b written for organ and string orchestra
(or string quartet) which was composed in 1945.
This edition offers the earlier version of this work, dating from 1914,
in its original instrumentation for organ and brass quartet. In order
to facilitate performance, the sketchily notated score is carefully
supplemented by performance markings from the string version.
What Albert Schweitzer praised in the earlier “Legende”, “the calm
and vivid layout of the complete work”, is also recognisable in Bunk’s
later composition: the catchy, modestly beautiful theme alongside
the clear musical form of this “Legende” for organ and brass quartet.

Gerard Bunk:
“Legende” for Organ
and Brass Quartet
(2 Flugelhorns, French
horn, Trombone) op. 55a

• Attractive chamber music for brass with organ

BÄRENREITER URTEXT

• Edited by the composer’s grandson
• Also suitable for amateur ensembles

Already published:

Edited by Jan Boecker
Score with parts
☞ BA 11259 · approx. € 15.95
To appear in November 2021

Gerard Bunk
Complete Organ Works, Volumes I-VI
BA 11219 · € 207.00
Also available in separate editions

ISMN 979-0-006-56971-7

9 790006 569717
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FIRE AND
COLOUR

Orgel und Blechbläser

Improvisation
on the organ

Iris Rieg:
Fire and Colour
Modern chorale harmonization
and free improvisation
2 volumes (Ger/Eng)
☞ BA 11240 · approx. € 74.00
To appear in July 2021

New Issue Title

Nova
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Iris Rieg’s two-volume method in organ improvisation consists
of systematic exercises with the goal of achieving new harmonies
in organ playing. Using extracts from works by well-known
composers, she explains various options for free improvisation
on chorale melodies and for providing more modern chorale
harmonisations to accompany congregational singing.
With exercises and tips on every performance technique involved,
she clearly explains what to look for when making stylistic copies in
the manner of François Couperin, Max Reger, Jean Langlais and many
other composers.
• Edition with text in German and English
• Methodical presentation of large-scale organ music in a broad
range of styles
• Uncluttered modern layout with many
Nova music examples

Organ

Ideal for sight-reading

Festive Romantic
Organ Music
Easy preludes and postludes
of the 19th century
Edited by Andreas Rockstroh
☞ BA 11260 · approx. € 22.95
In the 19th century, many organ compositions were written as
accompaniments to church services. They were intended for beginners
and experienced organists alike. Michael Gotthard Fischer (1773–1829),
Adolph Hesse (1809–1863) and Gustav Adolf Merkel (1827–1885) are
among the most well-known composers of this kind of repertoire.

To appear in December 2021

The edition contains pieces in standard keys, employing few
accidentals and using moderate tempos. The short and easy-to-play
compositions for everyday liturgical use have been conceived so that
they can be mastered even by beginners in pedal playing.
• Short and easy-to-play pieces for liturgical use
• Also suitable for organ lessons
• With easy pedal parts

ISMN 979-0-006-56992-2

9 790006 569922

NovaIssue Title
New
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Organ

Romantic fantasia

Margaretha
Christina de Jong:
Fantasia on
“All People That on
Earth Do Dwell”
op. 109
☞ BA 11264 · approx. € 18.95
To appear in December 2021

This fantasia for organ was composed in 2019. The composition is
based on a melody attributed to the French composer Louis Bourgeois
(approx. 1510–1560) which is one of the most well-known melodies in
the Christian musical tradition. It has also been sung to various other
texts, such as Lutheran chorales. In Bach’s work, the melody appears
in the cantata “Lord God, we praise Thee all of us” BWV 130.
The composer has retained the style of French Romanticism.
The character of the work corresponds to the content of the text and
culminates in a festive finale. This music is suitable for many church
music occasions.
• Composition based on a well-known chorale melody
• Effective stylistic emulation of French Romanticism

ISMN 979-0-006-56972-4

9 790006 569724

• Enrichment of the organ repertoire for festive occasions
☞ Listen to pieces by de Jong here:
https://www.youtube.com/user/MargreethDeJong/videos

New IssueNova
Title
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Complete Editions

New Publications up to June 2021
Johann Sebastian Bach
“New Bach Edition-Revised” (NBArev)
Volume 6: St. John Passion
“O Mensch, bewein” (1725), BWV 245.2
Edited by Manuel Bärwald
☞ BA 5938-01 · € 251.00

Concentus Musicus, Band XVII
Giovanni Pacini, Gli Arabi nelle Gallie
Edited by Giuseppina Mascari
☞ BA 8393-01 · € 743.00

Niels W. Gade
Works, Series IV:6
The Crusaders op. 50
Edited by Karsten Eskildsen
☞ BA 7625 · € 607.00

George Frideric Handel
Halle Handel Edition (HHA)
Series II, Volume 14.1 (Score of 1724),
Volume 14.2 (Appendices and Critical
Commentary)
Giulio Cesare in Egitto HWV 17
Edited by Hans Dieter Clausen
☞ BA 10720-01 · € 711.00

Monumenta Monodica Medii Aevi
Subsidia, Volume VIII
Troparia tardiva II
Edited by Lori Kruckenberg
☞ BA 5728 · € 192.00

Camille Saint-Saëns
Œuvres instrumentales complètes III/4
Sonatas for Violin and Piano
Edited by Fabien Guilloux and
François de Médicis
☞ BA 10304-01 · € 266.00

Nova
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THOMAS DANIEL SCHLEE

Contemporary Music
New Publications up to June 2021

Thomas Daniel Schlee
“My music is a quest for the traces of beauty and
expressivity that shimmer in combinations of notes. This
is nothing new, but it is always a wonderful challenge. An
aesthetic of denial is no less foreign to my way of thought
than randomness in stylistic devices. Every composition
has its destiny from which it derives its shape, its
progression of harmonic colours, the nature of its melodic
and formal fabric. The so-called ‘material’ is set in motion
by the initial idea – the inspiration – after which it is
subjected to its indwelling dynamism and outside control
in mutual interaction. For the composer, this is the most
exciting stage of his work. If the material is well-formed
and the ear can function as the final arbiter over the
succession of sounds, then there just might emerge that
magic of an articulate art-form in which memory and
imagination blend into a work of art.”
(Thomas Daniel Schlee, 1997)

Suite for violin and piano op. 82
☞ BA 11086 · € 24.95
Introduction and Fantasy for violin and organ
☞ BA 11087 · € 20.95
Psalm 128 for higher voice and organ
☞ BA 11415 · € 14.95

Already published:

New Publications:
Trois Poèmes for baritone and piano op. 66
☞ BA 11053 · € 21.95
Romance sans paroles for violoncello and piano op. 66a
☞ BA 11057 · € 14.95
Romance sans paroles for viola and piano op. 66b
☞ BA 11058 · € 14.95

VorschauII/2021
II/2019· ·The
DasProgramme
Programm
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from: Trois Poèmes pour baryton et piano op. 66 · BA 11053
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Fourth String Quartet op. 86 (full score)
☞ BA 11067 · € 34.50
Fourth String Quartet op. 86 (parts)
☞ BA 11067-22 · € 39.95
Sursum chordis corda for piano op. 81a
☞ BA 11051 · € 19.50

Bärenreiter Notes

Bärenreiter Notes
• A student lesson book
• A general note book
• A gift

NEW

This little notebook is handsome as well as practical. The cover is in
Bärenreiter’s attractive Saint-Saëns-purple and has the same cover
layout as our Urtext editions. The pages alternate with musical staves
on the left and writing lines on the right. The superior quality of
paper used for the notebook matches that of our fine Urtext editions.

Notes

Notes
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

Notes
The Musicians’ Choice

........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

Bärenreiter notebook
with a “Saint-Saëns
purple” cover

........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
www.baerenreiter.com

Format: DIN A 6
32 pages; stapled binding
☞ BA 8100-33 · € 0.95
(Minimum order quantity: 10 copies)

The Musicians’ Choice

To appear in September 2021

BA 8100-33

Already published:
☞ BA 8100
Mozart red		
☞ BA 8100-31
Beethoven aubergine

€ 0.95
€ 0.95

Saint-Saëns
Commemorative
Year
☞ p. 28–29
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“One of the paragons of this genre”
(Robert Schumann on the Concerto in D minor BWV 1052)

Johann Sebastian Bach
Concerti a Cembalo
obligato
BWV 1052–1059
BÄRENREITER FACSIMILE

38
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Johann Sebastian Bach
Concerti a Cembalo obligato
BWV 1052–1059
BÄRENREITER FACSIMILE
Edited by Christoph Wolff, Martina Rebmann
Documenta musicologica II/57
approx. 152 pages; half leather binding
☞ BVK 2472 · approx. € 297.00
To appear in October 2021

The autograph offers revealing insights into the
composer’s working methods, elucidated by
Christoph Wolff in an accompanying essay.
Martina Rebmann describes the genesis of the
Bach collection at the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin,
which holds the autograph.
The facsimile in high-quality four-colour printing
reproduces the extensive score in its original size;
BWV and bar numbers on every page facilitate
its use.
• A decisive contribution to the early history
of the piano concerto
• Important document for the instrumental
repertoire of the Leipzig “Collegium Musicum”
• Revealing insights into the working methods

Music for a Leipzig “coffee house” and for other
venues – Johann Sebastian Bach composed not
only for the nobility and the church, but also for
bourgeois musical culture. Among these works are
the harpsichord concertos. They are noted down
in a manuscript that is a unique and probably the
most important document for the instrumental
repertoire of the Leipzig “Collegium Musicum”.
Bach arranged his concerto movements in such a
way that the harpsichord is given a solo part that
exploits the instrument’s “clavieristic” possibilities
to the full. These works thus fix a decisive moment
in the early history of the piano concerto genre
which received significant impulses from Bach and
his circle of students.

of Bach

This seal is used exclusively for facsimile
editions published by Bärenreiter which meet
the highest demands in both scholarly and
technical terms.
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Music Book

A spectacular concert
building is reopened
The Tonhalle in Zurich is an internationally recognised outstanding
concert building. This richly illustrated volume presents the design
and history as well as the architectural ideas behind its function as a
music centre in the city. The history of the Tonhalle Orchestra Zurich
is embedded in this context and the restoration work and acoustic
planning are portrayed.

Inga Mai Groote,
Laurenz Lütteken,
Ilona Schmiel (Editors):
Tonhalle Zürich
1895 – 2021
approx. 200 pages; in four-colour
with many illustrations; hardcover
with dust jacket
German/English text
☞ BVK 2608 · approx. € 29.95

The location of the Tonhalle at Lake Zurich combines an urban accent
with the aspiration to secure a prominent place for music in the city.
The concert halls preserve the Wilhelminian architecture with which
the renowned Viennese firm Fellner & Helmer, specialists in the design
of music buildings, realised a project in 1895 that was ingeniously
planned in every detail, combining concerts and conviviality.
The Tonhalle Society Zurich has staged concerts in these concert halls
since the opening where Johannes Brahms was the guest conductor
of his own work, “Triumphlied”.
After a reconstruction and integration into the congress hall by
Haefeli, Moser and Steiger, inaugurated in 1939, and subsequent
changes, the entire building complex was extensively restored in
the years 2017–2021. In the process, many of the original qualities
could be recovered, so that through the combination of old and
new, a fascinating music venue for the 21st century has emerged.

To appear in September 2021
This volume includes contributions by Elisabeth Boesch, Dietrich
Erben, Karlheinz Müller and Michael Wahl as well as Ulrike Thiele.
• About the Tonhalle Zurich, one of the best concert halls
in the world
• An aesthetically and highly attractively illustrated volume
• With a German and English text

New Issue Title
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The editors:
Inga Mai Groote, Director of the Institute of Musicology at the
University of Zurich
Laurenz Lütteken, Director of the Institute of Musicology at the
University of Zurich
Ilona Schmiel, Artistic Director of the Tonhalle Society Zurich

Music Book

Restoration work on the ceiling painting © Tonhalle Zürich

Work on the parapet © Tonhalle Zürich

Costume party decoration in the Tonhalle pavilion in 1927
© Baugeschichtliches Archiv Zürich, Adolf Moser
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